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NUMBER ONE COACHING TOOL 
OF THE MONTH CLUB 

 
FOR A RADICAL BREAKTHROUGH IN 

CREATING YOUR OWN IRRESISTIBILITY 
FACTOR! 

 
 

 

Firstly, thank you for creating the opportunity for yourself to 

have a RADICAL breakthrough in creating your own 

irresistibility factor, and thank you for the opportunity that you 

give me to make a difference for you, which fulfills my life. 

 

Secondly, here is my number one tool of the month for you to use 

to create your own irresistibility factor. HOWEVER, THIS 

EXERCISE ONLY WORKS IF YOU COMPLETE IT RIGOROUSLY and 

GENUINGLY ALL THE WAY THROUGH. 

  
 
To do this exercise, please use a notebook, notepad or a note 
application on your phone.  You will want to have something that 
you can carry with you anywhere you go and that is easy for you 
to use. For you to be able to obtain the results of this exercise, it 
requires you to do it for 21 days. 
 

1) Some irresistible people may be handsome or beautiful 
but what is it about them beyond that physical beauty which 
is irresistible? Write down as many things that you can 
think of that you think makes certain people irresistible. 
You have the ability to be any way that they are.  How you do 
this is to “try on” those ways like an actress/actor would.  
For example, if you think it is irresistible to speak or stand 
or move in a certain way then practice those things. 
 
2) Irresistibility starts from within. If you create yourself 
as irresistible then others will just naturally pick up on it. 
I am not talking about narcissism. I am talking about you 
actually liking yourself and being YOU.  People are dying to 
be around people who like themselves and can be 
themselves (comfortable in their own skin). Take a look in 
the mirror and find at least 10 things you like about 
yourself. Really take them in and enjoy them. Now find the 
things you don’t like about you and just accept them. Being 
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OK with the things you don’t like and in love with the things 
you do like about yourself will have you be able to be 
confident with others.  For the things you like about 
yourself practice fully expressing those things – fully 
being YOU.  Do not hold back from letting it be seen or 
heard or experienced for yourself or by others.  For 
example, if you like that you laugh a certain way then allow 
yourself to fully laugh that way – out loud, with yourself 
and when you are around others.    
 
3) Smile. That’s right – SMILE. People find others who smile 
irresistible. It puts people at ease, warms them and makes 
them feel included and liked. You may need to practice this. 
Take yourself to a mirror and allow yourself to smile a big 
warm smile. Think of something that makes you happy and 
let yourself just enjoy the thought as a smile arises on 
your face. The point is not to create a fake smile (that will 
turn people off – don’t you always know when someone has 
a fake smile?). The thing to practice is a real smile. 
 
4) Be great with people. There is nothing more irresistible 
than really being kind and caring about people and letting 
it show. You probably really love people so let it out and 
unleash your love on the world. When you are letting your 
light shine outwards, people will come toward it. 
 
5) Go to the list you created in #1 and try on any of the 
things I have not already mentioned. Practice in the mirror. 
Practice with friends. Ask your friends what qualities they 
find irresistible about you and have them show you what it 
looks like (you are already irresistible to people and 
probably don’t even notice when it is happening). 

 
Now get out in the world and crank up your irresistibility factor. 
I know you are a delicious magnet that people are dying to get to 
know. The experience of IRRESISTABILITY can be created in a 
moment. It has no dependency on anything outside of YOU.  

The trick is to PRACTICE. You can literally practice whenever 
you’d like. You want to practice by fully creating yourself 
irresistible and letting yourself EXPERIENCE the magnet you 
are.  Use whatever you need to use from the items above.  With 
continued practice, you can turn on your irresistibility factor 
anytime you want for as much as you want.  

For the next 21 days keep practicing flipping on your 
irresistibility factor. Within 21 days, if you are rigorous, YOU 
will have RADICAL breakthrough in creating your own 
irresistibility factor. Share your magnetic self with others to 
expand it even more – everyone can use more irresistibility in 
their lives!!!! 
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What are all the insights that you got out of this exercise for 
CREATING YOUR OWN IRRESISTIBILITY FACTOR? Make sure you 
put what you saw for yourself to work RIGHT NOW!!! 
Neuroscientists have proven that if you do not act on an insight 
right away, it is lost to you. 

 
 
Lastly, from me to you; 
 
Next month: we will have an EXCITING tool on HOW TO HAVE A 
RADICAL BREAKTHROUGH IN HAVING LIFE COMPLETELY GO YOUR 
WAY! 
 
Thank you so much for taking the time and using my tools to 
create some impressive results in your life. That in itself 
contributes to me and allows me to fulfill on my life’s purpose, 
which is to serve yours! 
 
If you would take the time to email me back and give me your 
feedback, it will make a tremendous difference for me and my 
creating more and more things to serve what I love (outstanding 
people up to big things like you)!! 
 
Honored to be your partner in maximizing our potential,  
 

 
Carolina Aramburo 


